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1 Introduction

Hard robotics have been popular in industry and human life for decades,

but nowadays, soft robotics have come to our life. Unlike stereotypical hard

robots, soft robotics are created from more flexible and softer materials, which

leads to more degrees of freedom and higher adaptation to various working

environments.[1]

1.1 High flexibility

Soft gripper can bend easily. After inflation, soft gripper can bend thus

being able to grip things. For stereotypical hard robots, people have to add

mechanical arms to add more degrees of freedom.

1.2 Adaptation to various working environments

Soft grippers can collect various kinds of things easily. Silicon gel can lead

to higher friction, which is easy for us to collect things, such as ping-pong balls.

In order to collect CDs, it’s very hard to use traditional mechanical arms to

catch, but soft grippers can open to arbitrary angle, thus easier to grip CDs.

1.3 Lower impact on surfaces

Since soft grippers are made of soft materials, such as silicon gels, etc., it

has lower impact on surfaces, thus protecting the products.

1.4 Less weight and higher load capability

Traditional hard robots use materials such as metals to fabricate, which is

heavy. By using lower-density materials like silicon gel, soft robots are much

lighter. Soft robotics have higher load capability because it is deformable, thus

adjusting and absorbing loads.

1.5 Low cost

Instead of using metals, silicon gels are much cheaper and easier to fabricate.

It can save lots of costs.
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2 Formulation of design

2.1 Function

2.1.1 Build a grabbing machine

Our main objective is to build a grabbing machine to grab things. It should

adapt to different target objects.

2.1.2 Build a soft gripper

We should use the soft grippers to collect things. We should do some

research about soft grippers and use silicon rubber to fabricate the gripper.

The size and weight of the gripper should be well-designed so that it can grip

things with various weights.

2.2 Objective

2.2.1 Grip various kinds of objects

We will need to grip 9 different kinds of objects into the basket. Pensile

is hard to collect since it is smooth and small. CD is the thinnest and flattest

thing required to grip. Tennis ball is the biggest and the heaviest. So our soft

robotic needs to be big enough and being able to bend enough to grip different

things.

2.2.2 Minimize the completion time

We should build our system as efficient as possible. Because we are asked

to finish the competition within 2 minutes. And we should try our best to gain

the bonus and complete within 100 seconds.

2.2.3 Minimize the weight of the prototype

We should try to make the prototype as light and flexible as possible.

2.3 Constraints

2.3.1 Use remote control

We are asked to use a remote controller to control the movement of the

prototype. We use PS2 handle and Arduino mega board to control the machine.
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2.3.2 Accomplish gripping within 2 minutes

Our machine should be very efficient since the time for the competition is

only 2 minutes. We want to gain the bonus and complete within 100 seconds.

This requires the operator to be very familiar with the prototype and well-

practiced.

2.3.3 Limit size and weight

The prototype must fit into 35cm diameter circular box, with weight less

than 3 kg.

2.3.4 Use silicon rubber and air pump

Our team can use only one soft gripper made by silicon rubber, which is

controlled by one pneumatic pump.

2.3.5 Limit budget

We should carefully select the materials and try to lower down the budget,

which should be within 400 RMB. We should give safe output voltage to the

wires and servos and try not to damage them.

3 Project Progress Report

Figure 1: gantt chart

All of us started doing research of the grippers and the mechanical arms

together at Mar. 15th . All of us started designing the prototype on Mar. 21th.

At the same time, Ke Zheng and Xue Linkai started to prepare for the materials

needed. Next, Xue Linkai and Zhu Fengyu designed and printed our mold for

soft gripper from Mar. 26th. We finished creating soft gripper at Apr. 15th. Lin

Muxing and Feng Yubo finished assembling the prototype at Apr. 9th. Feng
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Yubo wrote most of the codes and finished at Apr. 10th. Five of us started final

testing after finishing writing the codes till the competition day.

4 Design

We design the mechanical arm by considering the degree of freedom.

Figure 2: whole device

The mechanical arm consist of one pedestal, one turntable, three section,

one gripper, and three servos. So the degree of freedom(mobility) can be calcu-

lated by:

M = 6(N − 1) − 5f1 − 4f2 − 3f3 − 2f4 − f5 = 6 × (5 − 1) − 5 × 4 = 4

So the the mobility of the system is 4 and can satisfy our need.

Figure 3: The joint Figure 4: The turning plate
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4.1 Joint

The joint of mechanical arm is composed of one steering motor to make

sure that it can rotate purposefully. And a long steel bar is added to every links

to extend the span of mechanical arm.

4.2 Turning plate

The turning plate is supported by a steering servo to enable the mechanical

arm to rotate about a vertical axis.

5 Prototype details

5.1 The control system and power supply

Figure 5: PS2 control handle Figure 6: bluetooth receiver

Figure 7: Mega 2560 Arduino board Figure 8: 12V LI-PO battery

The PS2 and bluetooth receiver control handle is used to control the motion

and orientation of the mechanical arm and the gripper.

We use the MEGA 2560 Arduino board to control actuators and the 12V

LI-PO battery to supply power.
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5.2 The motion function

Figure 9: TBS-K20 steering motors Figure 10: steel mechanical arm

We used the mechanical arm components connected by TBS-K20 steering

motors to control the location and height of the gripper.

We choose TBS-K20 steering motors because it has the maximum torque

compared with other PWM steering motors. Besides, it has better accuracy

than other kinds of motor. To summary, TBS-K20 steering motors can drive

the arm more quickly and steadily

We choose the steel to construct the arm. Compared with acrylic, steel has

higher strength. Steel is also difficult to wear, which can make sure the enough

endurance of nut joint compared with wood. Due to the large torque of steering

motors, the relatively large density of steel is also acceptable.

5.3 The grabbing function

Figure 11: air pump Figure 12: soft gripper

We use soft gripper to catch objects. The air pump provides the air pressure

to the soft gripper as well as control the gas inlet and outlet.
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6 Performance analysis

6.1 Load carrying capacity

Before test, we can estimate the theoretically capacity weight by:

Mmax =
T

KR
−M1

where T is the torque of single servo under rated voltage, M1 is the weight

of mechanical arm and gripper, R is the length of extension, K is a constant,

which can be seen as 1/2 The above data can be obtained from instruction book

and measurement. So we can calculate that:

Mmax =
15

0.5 × 40
− 0.42 = 0, 32kg = 320g

Since our weight target object is no more than 60g.

Our test shows that the mechanical arm can hold a 200g water steadily for

more than 5 minutes, which accords with the theoretical result and can satisfy

our goal.

6.2 Gripping test

We test the maximum vertical force that the soft gripper can exert on

objects with different shapes and sizes

Table 1: The relationship of capacity((the sum of the maximum extra force and

weight)) and shape of captured object under 50MPa pressure

shape capacity force(N)

tennis ball 1

slender bar 2

cuboid 3

From the result we find that under 50MPa pressure, the soft gripper can

grab the objects with different shape.

6.3 Efficiency

According to our test, the combination of moving to target position, catch-

ing and moving to collection box takes more than 20 seconds per round, which

exceeds our intended time, which is around 10 seconds.
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6.4 Stability

The stability can be seen as the success rate of all try. From our test, the

success rate of catching and transportation is around 100% for large object but

lower than 20% for slender bar. For CD sheet, the success rate is nearly 0%.

So we need to adjust the gripper to improve the success rate when catching the

slender bar and CD sheet.

6.5 Vibration

The vibration of mechanical arm after sudden stop of motor also influence

both efficiency and stability. It also cause some strike which may damage the

other part.

7 Discussion

7.1 Analysis and improvement of efficiency

The total time of the project is limited by the carrying speed, grabbing

speed and response time. The carrying speed and grabbing are not more con-

trollable compared with the response time. But for a task involved many steps,

the response time may take up the most of time. Our test shows that rotating

360◦ angle in one step takes 2.5s, but if you divided it into more than six steps,

the time can exceeds 10s. The response time is a primary constraint to our

efficiency. So we make some methods to overcome the constraint.

We optimize the code to reduce the unnecessary delay time. Since all return

motion has same destination, we integrate all return motion into one function,

which cut down many unnecessary steps. We also optimize the bluetooth code

and equipment to make sure the signal can be sended and received unimpeded.

7.2 Analysis and improvement of stability

We improve stability from the machine accuracy. We choose servo with

relatively high precision. At the code level, we also design many special motion

to fine tune the position. This two adjustment increase the success rate of

grabbing and dropping. We also improve stability from the soft gripper. For

CD sheet, we realize that due to special shape of CD, ordinary soft gripper can’t

apply large friction force in vertical direction to it. So we choose to increase to

static friction factor of the gripper finger by adding some adhesive material. It

largely improve the success rate when the gripper tends to grab the CD sheet.
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7.3 Analysis and improvement of vibration

The cause of vibration of mechanical arm after the sudden stop of motor

can be explained with momentum theorem. Because the joint is not fixed, which

can’t provide large force to stop the motion in short time. So we slow down

some speed to decrease the momentum of mechanical arm to reduce vibration.

8 Summary and Conclusion

By finishing this project, we have had an overall idea of building a soft

robotic. We have learnt how to build silicon rubber soft grippers, which have

high adaptation and flexibility. Instead of using conventional hard robotics, soft

robotics can deal with the tasks like gripping CDs easier.

In order to locate the gripper more precisely, we choose to use servos and

metal frames to build a mechanical arm. We have discussed several times about

the design of the mechanical arm, and finally we choose to use 3 servos for

more flexibility and more degrees of freedom. We have also had a hard time on

building a non-leak gripper, since we found it hard to pull the silicon rubber out

of the mold. In the end, luckily, we have figured out how to solve each problem

together.

Doing a project in a team is a very valuable experience we have had. We

start to think as engineers in a team, and try to assign to teammates whatever

work they are good at. We have also learnt to start early and follow the gantt

chart, in case something bad shows up.
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9 Appendix

9.1 Budget

Table 2: Budget

Object Money(RMB)

Bearings 11

Arduino Mega Board 114

Screws 15

Nut (M3) 14

Polymer 22

DoPont Line 5

Valve 7

7.4V Battery 145

Pump 70

3-D printing 150

PS2 handle 45

Total 598
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